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it's also worth pointing out that this new, hell-themed difficulty will be available even if you previously played
diablo ii on normal difficulty. to unlock the hell-themed item sets, items, weapons, gems, and items, youll have to
reach level 99 on the normal difficulty. the hell-themed portraits, hell-themed set, and hell-themed mounts can be

obtained as long as youre at least level 50. after years of waiting, it was announced that diablo 2: resurrected
would be releasing on pc, mac, and linux, with the playstation 4 and xbox one versions being exclusive to sony
and microsoft consoles respectively. while many fans of the series are very excited for it, many of them are also

quite nervous and skeptical, wondering if it is possible to recapture the glory of the first game. we’ve all heard the
argument, but just how can this be done, when the engine and the mechanics are such a huge part of the game?

some companies and developers have made games in the past that have gotten an incredible boost in quality
thanks to the use of nostalgia and past glory. what are some of the ways that the diablo 2 team can recapture
some of the spirit of the first game, and what will this look like for gamers? one of these features that is often

mentioned is the addition of health and mana potions to the game. the original game was very hard, especially on
higher difficulty settings, as there were no mana or health restoration items to take back with you when you were

losing health or mana. diablo ii: resurrected will provide this, and some other quality-of-life features.
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this week we released the first public test region for diablo ii: resurrected, or as we call it, "diablo 2:
reloaded." we are excited to finally get this game out to you, our loyal fans, and we hope you enjoy
it. we've made a lot of improvements since we released our previous ptr, and we'll be running a few

more tests on the live servers before we go live on friday. this ptr will be a continuation of our
previous ptr and is focused on ladder functionality, ability balance, and new features. we have a few
new features planned for the live server before the 1.0 release, and we hope you continue to share
your feedback and thoughts on this game as we continue to make improvements! hey everyone!
we've released the second public test region for diablo ii: resurrected. to clarify, this is an entirely

separate test region from our previous ptr and is going to be focused on ladder functionality, ability
balance, and new features. we're looking forward to your participation in the ptr and hope you enjoy
it. we have a lot of improvements planned before we launch the game on march 1, and we hope you
continue to share your feedback and thoughts on this game! we wanted to let you all know that we

have released a public test region for diablo ii: resurrected. we hope you continue to share your
feedback and thoughts on this game as we continue to make improvements! a few months ago, we
released the first public test region for diablo ii: resurrected, and we hope you all have enjoyed the

game so far. the ptrs we've run since then have been focused on ladder functionality, ability balance,
and new features, but as we've discussed in the past, we want to keep the game alive and in the
state we want it to be in. this means we will continue to make changes and continue to add new

content for you all to enjoy. 5ec8ef588b
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